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Abstract. There is increasing interest in extensible systems (such as ex-

tensible operating systems, mobile code runtime systems, Internet browsers
and servers) that allow external programs to be downloaded and executed
directly within the system. While appealing from system design and extensibility points of view, extensible systems are vulnerable to aberrant
behaviors of external programs. External programs can interfere with
executions of other programs by reading and writing into their memory locations. In this paper, we present an approach for providing safe
execution of external programs through a safe threads mechanism. The
approach also provides a novel technique for safe sharing among external programs. The paper also describes the design and implementation
of the safe threads.

1

Introduction

There is increasing interest in extensible systems that allow external programs
to be downloaded and executed directly within a local system. Examples of such
systems include extensible operating systems [3, 7], the Java runtime system [1],
mobile code runtime systems [6], Internet browsers and web servers. While appealing from both system design and extensibility points of view, extensible
systems are vulnerable to aberrant behaviors of external programs. External
programs can interfere with executions of other programs by accessing their
memory. They can corrupt system-dependent data, force a program into an inconsistent state, and crash the system. They can write into another program's
memory, thereby corrupting system-dependent data, force a program into an
?
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inconsistent state, and overwrite other programs. Clearly, system software must
provide safety against malicious or buggy external programs.
The notion of safety has been studied quite extensively in the operating
system research and, recently, in type-safety based approaches [8, 9]. Most operating systems implement the notion of safety through address containment as in
unix [12]. Address containment schemes provide safety by ensuring that a program cannot address the memory used by another program. The problem with
the address containment-based approaches is that, in general, they enforce a rigid
notion of safety and do not adequately support exible sharing of data between
processes. Sharing mechanisms, such as inter-process communication (IPC) or
shared memory, are either ineÆcient (due to data copying) or require coordination of addresses among processes. Work in single address operating systems
(SASOS) [5, 10] have proposed the notion of address spaces that support safety
among threads of execution, while providing sharing through address pointers.
SASOS provide a nice solution but requires a specialized operating system.
While the above approaches do provide mechanisms for safety and sharing,
the mechanisms are either too in exible or diÆcult to use for the kind of application we are building. We are interested in developing a mobile code runtime
system that creates a thread of execution for every mobile code. Our focus is
on developing an execution environment that protects the runtime system and
the mobile programs from each other. Further, since data sharing among mobile programs may be dynamic and exible, the system software must support
sharing mechanisms that can be customized dynamically to re ect these sharing
patterns.
We, thus, need a protection mechanism that provides protection as well as
exible and dynamic sharing among threads of execution at the user level. This
paper presents such a notion of protection and sharing for threads. We present a
threads package, called Safe Threads, that supports the notion of threads whose
stacks and data elements are completely protected. The thread package contains
a novel mechanism for specifying exible and dynamic sharing and protection
among threads. In this approach, the notion of protection is represented by an
abstract entity, called protected domain . Sharing is de ned by permission relationships among protected domains. Applications can bind threads and data
elements to di erent protected domains in order to implement di erent sharing
relationships dynamically. We have implemented the thread package through
mprotect system calls which make threads context switches quite expensive. Performance analysis of the thread package shows that protected thread creation is
approximately 1.5 times more expensive. Context switch times are more expensive as well, but vary depending upon the number of protected domains involved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the notion of safe threads and sharing among them. We also present an implementation
of the threads package in this section. In Section 3, we present the performance
characteristics of our system. Section 4 discusses related work and we conclude
in Section 5.

2

Safe Threads package

In this section, we present the notion of safety and sharing within a thread package that we have developed. The thread package supports creation of multiple
threads, provide fundamental safety guarantees, and supports mechanism for
safe sharing among threads. We rst brie y describe the notion of threads and
then discuss how safety and sharing is de ned in the thread package
2.1

Support for Threads

User-level threads packages provide creation, deletion, and management of multiple threads of execution. Threads are execution contexts and share an address
space and other per-process resources. Unlike processes which may require a large
amount of state information, threads generally need only a program counter, a
set of registers, and a stack of activation records. Context switching costs for
threads are, therefore, much lower.
Typical user-level threads packages, such as Pthreads [4],are implemented by
constructing a separate stack for each thread, while sharing the code and heap
data segments. In these thread packages, any thread can access any memory
location, including code, scheduler thread stack, other thread stacks, and heap
segments.
We have developed a thread package that provides for safe execution of external programs. The thread package provides two levels of safety guarantees.
The rst is an absolute safety guarantee for data that must always be protected.
A thread's per-thread data (including stack and code) are completely protected
from other threads. The second guarantee concerns data whose safety and sharing properties can be de ned dynamically by the threads themselves. The thread
package supports this through the notion of protected domains and permission
relationships.

2.2

Protected domains and Permission relationships

A protected domain aggregates regions of memory that have similar sharing
properties. A thread cannot access a protected domain and therefore any of the
data contained in that the protected domain unless the thread has been bound
to the protected domain. A thread can de ne a binding relationship with a
protected domain explicitly or implicitly. An explicit binding between a thread,
T1 , and a protected domain, P1 , denoted T1 ! P1 , can occur in two ways: (i)
When T1 creates P1 , T1 is said to be the owner of P1 and can access all entities
bound to P1 . (ii) When T1 , the owner thread of P1 , explicitly binds a thread T2
with P1 , denoted T1 (T2 ! P1 ). This explicit binding allows T2 to access any data
entities associated with P1 . Note that such bindings allow T1 to share any data
contained within P1 with other threads. Only the owner can change bindings to
allow other threads access or permit other protected domains access.
Implicit binding, occurs as a result of thread bindings and permission relationships among protected domains. A permission relationship 7! between two

protected domains captures an asymmetric sharing relationship between threads
bound to the protected domains. For instance, the relation P1 7! P2 (read P1
is permitted by P2 ) speci es that threads bound to P1 can access data entities
bound to P2 , but not vice versa.
We represent threads, protected domains and permission relationships in
terms of a directed graph called a sharing relationship graph in which a node
denotes a thread or a protected domain and an edge denotes a permission relationship. Each permission relationship indicates a chaining of access to the
contents of the protected domain for threads bound to the permitting protected
domain. The access associated with each permission relationship is labeled read,
write, or read/write, indicating the kind of permission that is allowed. Each protected domain has an access list of (thread ID, access type) pairs associated with
it.
The notions of protected domain and permission relationship allow one to
de ne complex and dynamic sharing relationships between threads and data.
An example of such a relationship is the hierarchical notion of trust and safety
implemented in many systems. In these systems, a multi-level information sharing speci cation is created where entities (for instance, workers) at level L can
access any information that exists at levels  L. However, they cannot access
any information that exists above level L. Such a sharing relationship can be
easily represented through protected domain and permission relationships. Thus,
protected domain and permission relationships allow one to capture patterns of
accesses and restriction among cooperating threads.
2.3

Implementation

We have implemented the Safe Threads package on top of the QuickThreads [11]
library on the FreeBSD 2.2.6 operating system. The QuickThreads library supports non-preemptive user level threads. Safe Threads implements basic threading functionality on top of protection mechanisms. Our current implementation
runs inside a single unix process virtual address space. Protection is enforced
through use of the mprotect(2) system call. mprotect changes the access restrictions for the calling process on speci ed regions of memory within that processes'
virtual address space. Utilizing this mechanism allows for the exibility to protect any page-sized region of memory.
One important design decision involved whether a thread's stack should be
protected from other threads. In order that a thread truly be safe from other
threads, stacks must be inaccessible to other threads. There are two important
implications, however, on impact the performance of the threads package. Firstly,
the context switching code cannot be executed on either thread's stack since at
some point in the algorithm each stack is not accessible. This makes context
switches more expensive than if the switching code could be executed directly
on the stack of the thread that was previously executing. Secondly, and perhaps
more importantly, because the stacks are not visible to all threads, parameters
passed between threads must be copied.

Since systems calls require crossing the user/kernel protection
boundary, system calls are more expensive than normal procedure calls. The
method for implementing the thread context switch described above may potentially require many system calls per thread context switch. Therefore we have
developed methods to speed up a protected context switch. There are two kinds
of optimization possible: the rst reduces the number of memory regions that
must be protected and the second reduces the number of times the user/kernel
boundary is crossed. The rst can be achieved by combining protection domains of a thread if they do not export data to di erent threads, and by placing
protected regions in contiguous regions so that such regions can be protected
through one system call. The current version of the package does not include
these optimizations yet as we are still formulating a general algorithm for using
the sharing relationship graph to generate optimal1 protected memory region
layouts. Further, since the context switching code is usually very small, it is
not clear if there are large bene ts to be derived from implementing complex
memory layout algorithms.
The second optimization involves reducing the number of system calls. During
a context switch, the threads package determines which protected domains need
to be protected and unprotected. In our initial implementation, the package
makes one mprotect call for each protected region that needed to be protected
or unprotected. This results in O(n) system calls per context switch, where n
is the number of protected regions. To reduce this number, we extended the
FreeBSD kernel to include a new system call, multiMprotect(), which takes a
vector of (address, length, protection type) triples. We, therefore, make one
system call per context switch by packing all of the data into an array of triples.
multiMprotect is a simple wrapper that takes each argument from the parameter
vector and calls mprotect.
Optimizations:

3

Performance Analysis

In this section, we focus on analyzing the costs associated with providing the
safety and sharing model. Two benchmarks were performed: a thread creation
benchmark and a context switching benchmark.
3.1

Thread Creation

The thread creation benchmark compares the cost of creating protected and
unprotected threads. Beyond what is required to create an unprotected thread,
protected thread creation requires creating a protected domain, adding its stack
as a data item, and protecting the stack. Table 1 shows results which indicate
that for large numbers of threads creating protected threads is about 1.5 times
as expensive.
1

It is our belief that the general algorithm is at least NP-hard, but we have not proven
it yet.

Thread creation times on Pentium 120 w/32mb

# Threads Time (No Protection) Time (With Protection) % Di erence
100
6.85
11.82
173
500
8.89
13.40
151
750
9.45
13.75
146
1000
9.66
14.01
145

Thread creation times on Pentium II 300 w/128mb

# Threads Time (No Protection) Time (With Protection) % Di erence
100
2.27
4.18
184
500
2.72
4.72
174
750
4.16
6.65
160
1000
3.94
6.37
162
Table 1. Data for thread creation times is given for two di erent machines. All times
are in micro seconds and are the average of 20 runs of creating the number of threads
speci ed. All machines run FreeBSD 2.2.6-STABLE. g++ v.2.7.2.1 with -O2 and -m486
optimizations was used to compile all test programs.

3.2

Context Switch

Context switch times for Safe Threads are highly dependent upon the number
of protected domains and the number of data elements contained within those
protected domains. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the cost for context switches
with di erent numbers of protected domains. The cost of an unprotected context
switch is, as expected, a constant value. This number was determined by using
the Safe Threads package with protection turned o .
As mentioned in Section 2.3, our optimization goal with multiMprotect was
to reduce the number of system calls from O(n) to 1 per context switch. In
this we were successful, but we found that additional overhead introduced minimizes the performance advantage gained by reducing the number of system
calls. For all but the smallest numbers of protected domains, our new system
call multiMprotect outperforms mprotect. However, the performance bene t from
using multimprotect is not as great as we expected. We feel that this is largely
due to ineÆcient implementation. With di erent data structures and other optimizations these numbers could be signi cantly reduced.
While the times for individual context switches can be very high for large
numbers of protected domains, the tests were constructed to show worst case
behavior where no protected domains are shared between threads. We believe
that many applications will share protected domains and thereby incur lower
context switch costs, even for large number of context switches.

4

Existing Safety Solutions

Existing solutions to the safety problem function at three levels of abstraction: hardware/OS, software and language. Hardware-based solutions address
the problem at the lowest level. These solutions rely upon hardware to enforce
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safety [12]. Hardware protection has the advantage that it physically guarantees
protection.
The problem of safely executing untrusted code can also be addressed at the
software level. Software safety solutions work at the user-level modifying the
compiler, runtime system, and sometimes the untrusted code itself to ensure
that software modules do not misbehave. Software Fault Isolation (SFI) [13] and
Protected Shared Libraries (PSL) [2] are examples of software safety solutions.
Finally, type-safe languages, such as Java, use language semantics to provide
safety. Name space encapsulation ensures that private variables and methods
cannot be accessed by other classes. Language-based protection schemes have
the advantage that often a cross protection domain call can be as inexpensive
as a procedure call. Several systems have been built using these languages including the SPIN extensible operating system [3] and the J-Kernel system [8].
The J-Kernel [8] protection system provides a general framework for supporting
multiple protection domains within a single process address space. This work
is similar to Safe Threads in that both develop a mechanism for allowing multiple protection domains to exist within a single address space. However, since
J-Kernel relies upon Java to enforce its protection, it is limited to creating safety
solutions for Java programs.
Opal [5], Mungi [10], and other single address space operating systems (SASOS)
address many of the same problems as Safe Threads on an operating system level.
Speci cally, providing protection and sharing within a single address space.

5

Conclusion

We have presented the design and implementation of a threads package that supports provides safety among threads. The package supports creation of threads,
provides isolation among them, and includes mechanisms for protected sharing
among threads. We have implemented the thread package and initial performance analysis suggests that thread creation is approximately 1.5 times more
expensive for creating protected threads. Context switching times depend upon
the number of protected domains involved. We are currently looking at di erent
techniques for optimizing the cost of thread creation and context switching.
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